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Abstract

Random set theory is attractive in the context of geotechnical analysis, because information tends to be sparse and may only be available in the form of ranges or vague declaration of experts. When information is available from several sources their combination can be thought of as a random set. Published values of geotechnical parameters as well as specifications from experts conventionally appear as intervals, with no information about the probability distribution across the interval. In practical geotechnical engineering subjective assumptions about probability density function of parameters are often made because in many cases the results of geotechnical investigations are set valued rather than being precise and point valued. In this presentation a short introduction of the basic concepts of Random-Set-Theory (RST) and the Random-Set-Finite-Element-Method (RS-FEM) is given. Emphasis is however put on applications in geotechnical practice, and two case studies (both in tunnelling) have been chosen. The comparison between calculation and field measurements clearly demonstrates the applicability of the RS-FEM in general but also points out some limitations.
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